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HONG KONG (Reuters) - Hon Hai, maker of Apple's iPhone, faces new allegations of worker abuse at its sprawling China plants in two
reports that claim conditions have not improved despite company promises after a rash of suicides.
One report, based on interviews with over 1,700 workers by 20 universities in Hong Kong, China and Taiwan, criticized Hon Hai for long
working hours, a "militaristic" work culture and mass employment of low-wage vocational college students and interns on production
lines to cut costs.
Hon Hai and its Hong Kong based Foxconn unit, which make iPhones and iPads for Apple and goods for Dell and Hewlett-Packard among
others, dismissed the report's "unsubstantiated allegations" and said it treated and paid its workers well.
"Foxconn Technology Group strongly and categorically rejects reports in the Chinese and international media that are attributed to
research by academics and students alleging worker abuse, illegal labor practices, and unsafe working conditions at our operations in
China," it said in a statement.
Hon Hai, the world's biggest electronic parts maker, and Foxconn came under criticism following 13 suicides at their China plants that
labor activists said were triggered by the Taiwan firm's tough labor practices and murky corporate culture.
But in recent years, multinationals including Honda Motor Co have recruited aggressively from Chinese technical and vocational schools,
paying lower wages and skimping on benefits.
"It's common now throughout the Pearl River Delta in any manufacturing sector," said Geoffrey Crothall with the China Labor Bulletin in
Hong Kong who added such interns often inked contracts lacking labor safeguards and workplace insurance.
"In terms of legal protection, they're in no-man's land."
Since the suicides, Hon Hai pledged to improve the livelihood of its 937,000 or so workers in China by raising wages, cutting overtime
and building a new factories in inland China to allow migrant workers to be closer to home.
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